Los Angeles Zoo &
Botanical Gardens
Business Plan Summary
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Purpose
off the
The Zoo developed the three
year plan to:
three-year
•
•
•

Examine the current state of the business
Coalesce around the existing mission and
new vision for the future
Chart the actions necessary to meet long
range goals

Z Mission
Mi i St
t
t
Zoo
Statement
To serve the
T
th community,
it the
th Los
L Angeles
A
l Zoo
Z
will create an environment for recreation and
y inspire
p
pp
discovery;
an appreciation
of wildlife
through exhibitry and education; ensure the
highest level of animal welfare; and support
programs that preserve biodiversity and
conserve natural habitat.

Vision Statement
We will leverage the diverse resources of
Los Angeles to be an innovator for the
global zoo community, creating dynamic
experiences to connect people and
animals.

Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical Gardens
The Los Angeles Zoo has been a safe, affordable family destination for
g
community
y for almost 47 y
years, and has served over 71
the Los Angeles
million visitors since it opened its doors in Griffith Park.
As a community asset and integral part of the quality of life for
Angelenos, the Zoo strives to be a leading educational and recreational
d ti ti
destination,
b t also
but
l one that
th t competes
t with
ith the
th region’s
i ’ theme
th
parks,
k
cultural facilities and other tourist attractions.
The Zoo cares for over 1,100 animals representing 250 species.
Serves over 1.5M visitors per year.
The 2013–14 Fiscal Year will see the completion of a $172 million
d
decade-long
d l
C it l Improvement
Capital
I
t Program
P
with
ith the
th completion
l ti
off the
th
Rainforest of the Americas exhibit.
The Zoo is accredited by the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA).

Los Angeles Zoo and Greater Los Angeles
Zoo Association Symbiotic Relationship
The Los
Th
L
A
Angeles
l
Z
Zoo
and
d GLAZA together
t
th
represent the total Zoo operations and
organization.
 GLAZA was established in 1963 as a nonprofit

support organization for the Zoo.
 The relationship and support is codified in a 25

year Operating Agreement approved by the
Mayor and Council.
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Stakeholder
Planning
Meetings
 Two-day strategic planning session facilitated by an

outside
t id Strategic
St t i Planning
Pl
i and
d Marketing
M k ti firm.
fi
 Attendees from all divisions:
 Los Angeles Zoo
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Stakeholder Planning Meeting:
Pricing and Revenue
 Facilitated conversations about multi-year pricing

strategies, attendance and revenue projections
and membership projections
 Los Angeles Zoo
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IIndustry
d t Research
R
h
 Annual AZA Conference
 Referenced industry experts/benchmarks for Zoos
 Referenced industry experts/benchmarks for other
cultural attractions
Primar Research
Primary
 600 Person Guest Exit Survey
 140 Employees Surveyed
SWOT Analysis

Business Plan Result: 4 Key Goals
1 Upgraded campus with an emphasis on engagement
1.

and education
g
g residents to
2. Create model p
programs
that encourage
take an active role in conservation efforts
3. Connect guests with wildlife
4. Create a work environment that promotes the

attainment of strategic goals
Each goal has various strategies and tactics which will
guide the progress towards achievement.

Marketing Plan Result:
4 Goals Supporting Business Plan
1. Establish
E t bli h th
the Z
Zoo as a premier
i entertainment
t t i
t

destination
2. Build a strong brand
3. Increase market penetration
4. Grow year over year paid attendance
Each goal is supported by strategies, tactics and
a method
th d ffor evaluation.
l ti

Financial Projections and Budgets: Planning
Assumptions
The financial projections and budgets contained in
the Plan are based on various planning assumptions
as follows:
$2 000 000 annually in the Marketing
• Invest over $2,000,000
and Public Relations program
• Generate a total of more than $6,000,000 of new
f nding for the Zoo
funding
• Increase the Zoo’s market penetration of its
Metropolitan Statistical Area by a total of 12%
• Increase the Zoo’s paid attendance by 5%
annually

Financial Projections and Budgets: Planning
Assumptions Continued
• Increase the Zoo’s total admissions revenue byy
11% annually
• Increase the Zoo’s other earned revenue
(increased concessions and membership) by
21% over the term
• Replenish and grow the marketing and public
relations
l ti
b d t annually
budget
ll
• Ratification of the MOU with GLAZA for
Marketing and Public Relations by the Mayor
and Council

Financial Projections and Budget
In order to have an informed discussion about the
financial projections and budgets which achieve the
four key goals, the Zoo’s historical budgets were
reviewed.

Business Plan Revenue Projections
The major
j categories
g
of revenue for the Zoo are
admissions, membership and concessions.
A keyy element of this Plan is that it has been
agreed upon by both the Zoo and GLAZA that a
membership and general admissions pricing
strategy
gy needs to be instituted,, and that the
recoup factor needs to stay at least at 1.9 to
maximize revenue. As a result, GLAZA will be
increasing
g their membership
p p
pricing
g to achieve
this goal.

Business Plan Budget Projections
The Plan discusses the Zoo’s operating budget by
both reflecting on its history, and making
projections for the future.
future
The budgets over the three years reflect increases
in the area of construction and maintenance,
along with technology advances, improvements in
the visitor experience and the development of a
new Master Plan.
As a result, the budget projections assume a 10
percent contribution from the General Fund for
each of the next three years; however,
however the Zoo
recognizes that the budget is established annually
as part of the City budget process.

C
l i
Conclusion
While the Zoo has been successful in
significantly
i ifi
tl increasing
i
i
it revenue through
its
th
h
increasing its admissions rates and attendance,
this approach alone cannot sustain the Zoo
long-term.
long-term
For the Zoo to achieve its annual attendance
re en e goals the budget
b dget must
m st facilitate
and revenue
operating levels that ensure the animal care
and welfare needs are achieved and the guest
experience is commensurate with the pricing
philosophy put forth in the Plan.

